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Summary 

Based on combing the concept and development of intelligent ship, this paper brings 

forward the summary and classification of intelligent ships proposed by different institutions, 

and the main classification schemes are compared accordingly. Then one of these 

classification schemes is selected to study what are the key navigational risks under each 

grading level, with a detailed analysis of these risk factors. Finally, the index system of 

navigational risk factors for intelligent ships under different classification standards is 

constructed to lay a foundation for a further study of intelligent ship safe navigation, and at 

the same time avoid some risk factors in advance for the maritime management department, 

ship management companies, and ship design and research institutes.  
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1. Introduction 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, a large number of researches on unmanned 

vehicle technology have emerged [1], and the fourth industrial revolution represented by 

artificial intelligence, big data, quantum information and other technologies is coming. As one 

of the traditional transportation industries, maritime transportation is also developing towards 

automation and intellectualization. According to a recent report from Eworldship Network 

(www.eworldship.com) [2], in the next decades’ years, the global maritime industry will 

invest more than $38.4 billion to promote intelligent transformation and development through 

the mutual integration of big data, Internet of things, blockchain, artificial intelligence and 

other technologies. On December 5th 2017, the world's first intelligent merchant vessel 

"Dazhi", a 38,800-ton bulk carrier built in accordance with the regulations of China 

Classification Society (CCS) for intelligent ships, was officially unveiled at the China 

International Maritime Exhibition [3], which had a profound impact on the development 

history of intelligent ships. Compared with traditional ships, the intelligent ship is being 

widely concerned by people in the maritime industry with the main characteristics of safety, 

economy, green and high-efficiency. Under the advocacy and promotion of the International 

Maritime Organization (IMO), other international organizations and countries, the research on 

intelligent ship has become more and more deeply with an unprecedented prosperity in recent 

years. 
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At present, the development of intelligent ship is in the primary stage, the real sense of 

intelligent ship is still in the process of research, and there is no intelligent ship engaged in 

maritime cargo transportation. The first consideration of marine transportation is safety, as a 

result, it is of great significance to avoid risks faced by future intelligent ships as much as 

possible during the research stage. Though the research on intelligent ship is more and more 

in-depth, the intelligent ship classification scheme and its autonomy level standard is not 

clear, and the same goes for the intelligent ship navigation risk quantitative evaluation index. 

Even more, there is a lack of research on navigation risk factors in view of different types and 

different classification scheme of the intelligent ship, as well as the corresponding evaluation 

methods 

In recent years, a lot of research has been done on the navigation risk of intelligent 

ships. For example, Zou [4] selected four aspects of shore-based operating personnel factor, 

ship factor, environmental factor and management factor to build the navigation risk 

assessment index system of unmanned ships under complex navigation conditions, and used 

the analytic hierarchy process to solve the weights of various navigation risk factors, and 

tested the consistency of the established index system. Through expert investigation, a fuzzy 

membership set of risk index is established, and a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model is 

established to evaluate the navigation risk of unmanned ships under complex navigation 

conditions. Luo et al. [5] put forward a five-factor risk evaluation index system of "man-

machine-pipe-environment-information" from the perspective of risk evolution of ship 

intelligent navigation safety. Zhang et al. [6] used entropy theory and correlation coefficient 

method to screen indicators and established an indicator system of navigation safety of 

unmanned vessels in inland rivers. Zhang et al. [7] identified 50 risk factors related to 

navigation safety of intelligent ships based on literature collection, and established a risk 

assessment index system for unmanned inland river ships. Chang et al. [8] combined the 

failure mode and impact analysis method with evidence reasoning and rule-based Bayesian 

network method to identify the types of hazards of intelligent ships, so as to establish its 

evaluation index system. Chen et al. [9] selected the data of Marine accidents occurring in 16 

ship types and 13 major navigation areas in the world from 1998 to 2018, and identified the 

main factors causing Marine accidents based on the improved entropy weight method and the 

approximate ideal solution ranking method, so as to build its evaluation index system. 

Besides, many other scholars have adopted many methods to identify and evaluate risks 

through expert questionnaire [10], historical navigation accident data mining [1], hierarchical 

holographic modeling framework and risk filtering, rating and management [11], multi-

dimensional analysis of accident causes [12], risk classification and ranking based on Marine 

meteorological conditions [13], Bayesian belief network [14] and other methods. The 

construction of risk identification and risk evaluation index provides the basic framework 

support for the corresponding risk evaluation. 

The analysis of risk factors of intelligent ship navigation and the construction of 

evaluation index system is one of the preconditions for the study of intelligent ship navigation 

safety. It can be seen from the above literature review that most domestic and foreign scholars 

carry out qualitative or semi-quantitative studies on the risk assessment index system of 

intelligent ships, but there are few research results on the construction of risk factor index 

system of intelligent ships navigation based on classification standards. Therefore, in order to 

further clarify the concept of intelligent ship and its classification standard, this paper starts 

from the concept of intelligent ship and its development route with a deep discussion of the 

connotation and extension of intelligent ship. Through a classified summary of intelligent ship 

classification standards from domestic and international authoritative institutions, this paper 

compares the differences from two aspects: the background of classification and the selection 

of classification standards, and a more ideal standard which is advantageous for the practical 
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research is selected to analyse the navigational risk factors, to finally propose a construct a 

framework of navigation risk factors for intelligent ships based on this classification standard. 

The research conclusion of this paper has an important reference value for the formation of 

risk factor analysis scheme in line with its intelligent function and control characteristics, and 

also lays a theoretical foundation for further navigation risk assessment of intelligent ships. 

2. The concept of intelligent ship and its development route 

2.1 The concept of intelligent ship 

The concept of e-Navigation is put forward by IMO in 2006, representing the origin of 

the concept of intelligent ships [15]. At that time, the intelligent ship mainly refers to the 

collection, fusion and display of maritime information on the ship and shore by means of 

electronic information, so as to realize ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore and coast-to-shore 

information transmission, and achieve the purpose of ship navigation safety, economy and 

marine environment protection [16]. In September 2012, the European Union proposed the 

Maritime Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence in Networks (MUNIN) project [17]. 

This project defines the intelligent ship as on board and off ship wireless monitoring and 

control using the next generation of modular control systems and communication 

technologies, which includes advanced decision support systems to provide the ability to 

remotely operate the ship under semi-autonomous or fully autonomous control. In January 

2014, Det Norske Veritas (DNV) gave the definition of “The Interconnected Ship” in its 

science and technology report "The Future of Shipping". Through the fusion of real-time 

information transfer, computing, modelling, control and sensor application capabilities, a 

data-centric and responsive global integrated ship transportation network is created [18]. In 

March 2016, In March 2016, China Classification Society (CCS) issued the “Intelligent Ship 

Specification”, which defines intelligent ships as follows: Intelligent ship refers to the use of 

technical means such as sensors, communications and the Internet, to automatically perceive 

and acquire information and data such as the ship itself, the Marine environment, logistics and 

port, et al., and realize intelligent operation of the navigation, management, maintenance and 

transportation through computer technology, automatic control technology and data 

processing and analysis technology, so as to make the ship safer, more environmentally 

friendly, more economical and more reliable [19]. In the same year, Bertram [20] defined 

intelligent ships as "ships with automated software systems that can make decisions and 

actions independently by providing advice to operators or replacing human decisions at the 

highest level of autonomy". The American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) defined the intelligent 

ship as a ship that is equipped with sensors, automatic navigation, propulsion and auxiliary 

systems, and has the decision-making logic of following the task plan, sensing the 

environment and adjusting the execution of the task according to the environment, without 

human intervention [21]. In August 2017, Rødseth Ørnulf and Nordahl Havard [22] defined 

intelligent ship as a ship whose computer-controlled systems can sense the environment and 

decide for themselves how to steer in a given situation at the Norwegian Forum for 

Autonomous Ships (NFAS). In the same year, the Danish Maritime Authority (DMA) also 

explained the definition of intelligent ship [23], which is a ship that can provide decision 

support or may take over the control and management of a ship partially or wholly by 

personnel through automatic process, whether from the ship or from other places. In May 

2018, the IMO defined an intelligent ship as a ship that can be independent of human 

intervention in different degrees in the 99th Maritime Safety Committee [24]. In October 

2019, Bureau Veritas (BV) issued an intelligent ship guide that defined the intelligent ship as 

a ship without crew on board to operate the ship, which can be remotely controlled or 

supervised by operators or fully automated [25]. 
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From the above definition of intelligent ship by different countries and institutions, 

although there are some differences, their definitions have some common features, that is, 

through the integration of relevant information, the ship's autonomous decision-making ability 

is improved, so as to make ship operation safer, environmentally friendly, economical and 

reliable. From the high-frequency words "automatic", "unmanned", "remotely control and 

decision" appearing in the definition of intelligent ship, it also illustrates people's 

understanding and demand for intelligent ship at the present stage. From the development 

process of the concept of intelligent ship, it can be seen that different high-frequency words 

just correspond to different development stages of intelligent ship, and different development 

stages also match with different levels of intelligence. Therefore, it is of vital significance to 

study the definition of intelligent ship to accurately and clearly divide the development stage 

of intelligent ship and the classification standard of intelligent level. In order to avoid 

restricting the development of intelligent ships, the 99th meeting of the IMO Maritime Safety 

Committee only made a preliminary definition of intelligent ships, and identified the existing 

laws and regulations affecting the operation of intelligent ships and related adaptive problems 

according to the definition. In this paper, in accordance with the above principles, the 

intelligent ship definition and the high frequency words are deeply studied, and for the next 

step research of intelligent ship classification and navigation risk under different weather 

conditions and different water conditions, the intelligent ship is defined as “ships that can 

provide corresponding auxiliary decision-making or automatically make decisions and take 

effective actions independently of human intervention, under different levels of automation”. 

2.2 The development of intelligent ship 

As the main direction of future ship development, intelligent ship with autonomous 

navigation ability has become a new hotspot [26, 27]. For intelligent ships, different countries 

have carried out a large number of prospective studies. The research level and development 

are getting higher and higher year by year with more and more participants, and the methods 

and emphasis of the research are also flexible and diverse. 

From the timing frame of the development of intelligent ships, Europe started the 

research and development of intelligent ships earlier, mainly doing the research and 

development of real ships, and applied in various fields [28-38]. Korea has mainly applied its 

own intelligent technologies directly to newly built ships [39]. Japan listed the intelligent ship 

standard as a key task [40]. Our focus is to start with the functions of intelligent ship, and 

gradually study and solve the intelligent level of each part of the equipment. In addition, the 

international organizations and major classification societies have issued specifications or 

guidance documents on intelligent ships [41-47]. 

The specific development overview is shown in Figure 1. 

From the perspective of the development stages of intelligent ships, the development of 

intelligent ships can be divided into four stages: interconnection, system integration, remote 

control and autonomous operation, as shown in Figure 2. 

Interconnection: It is the initial stage of intelligent ships, where sensing systems are 

laid out and communication and data sharing capabilities between systems and between ships 

and shore are built to realize remote monitoring of ships. 

System integration: Develop unified ship data standards, gradually integrate multi-

source heterogeneous systems into a single integrated system, and realize platform 

management. It lays the foundation for realizing the goal of "one platform + multiple 

applications". 

Remote control: The management personnel can control the ship by means of remote 

communication from the shore-based control centre, mother ship and other locations. The 
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premise of remote-controlled application is to solve a series of technical problems such as 

device health management. 

Autonomous operation: On the basis of perception, highly complex software 

technology and control algorithms such as collision avoidance technology based on game 

theory are used to form control commands. Ships with autonomous operation are self-

adaptive and do not require crew to perform routine operations. 

Among them, the technologies of the first and second stages are relatively mature at 

present, only with different degrees of applications. The remote control of the third stage and 

the autonomous operation of the fourth stage are the characteristics of the current 

"fashionable" "unmanned intelligent ship". An unmanned intelligent ship is a ship that can 

control movement without a crew on board. The unmanned intelligent ship can be a remote-

controlled ship or an autonomous operation ship, which requires high reliability and stability 

of the ship execution system. 
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 2001.01-2003.06,  EU 
implemented the 
ATOMOS IV project.

 In 2006 ，IMO 
proposed the concept 
of "e-navigation".

2013
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the "unmanned cargo 
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"MUNIN" project.
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concept of 
"shipping 2020".
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interconnected ship".
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ship application 
platform" project.
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project.

 a. CCS released "Rules 
for intelligent ships".

 Rolls -  Royce launches 
"high performance 
unmanned ship 
application development"  
project.

 H H I  d e l i v er e d  t h e 
"Bougainville".

 LR issued the guide for 
classification of intelligent 
ships.

 LR issued  "Cyber-enabled 
ships-ShipRight procedure–
autonomous ship".

 BV issued  t he guide to 
indep e ndent shipping of 
NI641.

 RR released "Remote and 
Autonomous Ships-The next 
steps".

 T he 98th meeting of MSC  a d d e d   "smart 
shipping" as a new topic, and Launched The 
global normative standards.

 C h i n e s e  State Council issued the 
"Development plan for the new generation of 
artificial intelligence", with emphasis on the 
development of unmanned ships

 LR issued  "ShipRight Design and 
Construction".

 C h i n e s e   Ministry of industry and 
information technology  established the 
special project "smart ship 1.0".

 IMO established a working group on MA S S to 
start sorting out and revising international shipping 
regulations.

 C h i n e s e  Ministry of industry and information 
technology jointly issued  Smart Ship 
Development Action Plan      -       

 CCS issued the guide for independent cargo 
transport ships.

 d. Korea establishes "smart ship 4.0" service 
infrastructure.

 e. LR released digital ship.

 UK released "Maritime 2050".
 Chinese Ministry of transport and jointly 

released "Guidelines on the development 
of intelligent shipping".

 The 101st meeting of MSC adopted a set 
of preliminary guidelines on the trial run 
of autonomous navigation ships.

 ABS released the  "guide to intelligent 
functions of ships and offshore facilities".

 B V  released  t h e  "Guidelines for 
Autonomous Shipping".

 NK released 
"Guidelines for 
Automated/
Autonomous Operation 
on Ships (Ver.1.0)"

 CCS issued "Smart ship 
specification (2020)".

 NK released 
"Guidelines for digital 
smart ship".

 China's first transport 

cargo ship with 

intelligent navigation 

capability and oriented 

to commercial 

operation - "Zhifei" 

was put on trial at 

Qingdao shipyard Co., 

Ltd.

EU: European Union

CCS: China Classification Society

IMO: International Maritime Organization

DNV: Det Norske Veritas

MSC: The Maritime Safety Committee

NK: Nippon Kaiji Kyokai

HHI: Hyundai Heavy Industries Co

RR: Rolls-Royce

LR: Lloyd s Register

BV: Bureau Veritas

Fig. 1  Overview of intelligent ship development 

 

Fig. 2  Development stage of intelligent ship 
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From the perspective of the focus of intelligent ship research, IMO attaches importance 

to technology, CCS attaches importance to independent research and development, and LR 

attaches importance to analysing the relationship between human and ship. RR Company 

attaches importance to four stages of realizing intelligent ship from the perspective of 

navigation safety and the accumulation of experience: reducing crew shore-based control, 

offshore unmanned shore-based control, ocean-going unmanned shore-based control and 

autonomous navigation. Considering the physical range, data fusion range and intelligence 

degrees of intelligent ships, some institutions have studied the technologies needed for 

intelligent ships, such as remote monitoring, big data fusion, network information security 

and ship-shore information exchange. Therefore, from the focus of the research, the 

development of intelligent ships is transitioning from the second stage to the third stage. 

3. The classification standards for intelligent ships 

At present, there are number of different definitions of autonomy levels for intelligent 

ship classification standards, including AAWA, DNV-GL DMA, IMO, LR, NFAS, RR, 

MASRWG, BV, ABS, CCS, etc. The following is a detailed introduction to the above 

classification standards. 

3.1 AAWA classification standard of intelligent ship 

The Advanced Autonomous Waterborne Application Initiative (AAWA) is a €6.6 

million project funded by Tekes (Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation). In 

2016-2017, RR, Brighthouse, NAPA, Deltamarin, DNV GL and Inmarsat conducted a 

collaborative study with a goal of exploring the economic, social, legal, regulatory and 

technical issues needed for the realization of unmanned vessels, and developing specification 

and preliminary designs for the next generation of advanced ship solutions [26]. This project 

referred to Thomas Sheridan's classification of autonomous systems for a unified 

understanding of intelligent ships, which includes the division of a continuous range from 

human control to complete machine autonomy, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  Levels of Autonomy (AAWA) [26] 

 

3.2 DNV-GL classification standard of intelligent ship 

In September 2018, Det Norske Veritas (DNV-GL) released a guide called 

“Autonomous and remotely operated ships” [48], which covered main principles, 

qualification and approval process, navigation functions, vessel engineering functions, remote 

control centres, and communications functions, etc. In addition, the guide distinguishes the 

roles of human and machine system from the perspectives of perception, analysis, decision-
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making and execution. Based on the operational requirements and navigation risks, and 

according to whether the navigation function or task is covered by the autonomous system or 

by the operator, the autonomy level of ship navigation function is divided into five levels, 

with the detailed descriptions shown in Table 2. 

Table 2  Levels of Autonomy (DNV-GL) [48] 

 

3.3 DMA classification standard of intelligent ship 

Danish Maritime Authority (DMA) has submitted the final report “analysis of 

regulatory barriers to the use of autonomous ships” on the regulatory obstacles to the 

application of MASS to the 99th MSC of IMO [23], in which the role of ship operators under 

different levels of autonomy is elaborated, together with four levels of ship autonomy: M, R, 

RU and A, from the perspective of government supervision, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3  Levels of Autonomy (DMA) [23] 

 

3.4 IMO classification standard of intelligent ship 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopts the classification standard 

proposed by DMA at the 99th MSC Conference in May 2018. According to whether the ship 

is manned or not, and from the perspective of autonomous remote control, the degrees of ship 

autonomy can be divided into four levels, L1-L4, and it is emphasized that MASS may sail 
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with one or more degrees of autonomy during the voyage. However, remote control and 

autonomy are not defined and explained [24], as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4  Levels of Autonomy (IMO) [24] 

 

3.5 LR classification standard of intelligent ship 

In July 2016, Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (LR) has published particular levels of 

autonomy in the maritime industry, where the vessels are anticipated to follow an “adjustable 

autonomy” scheme depending on the condition of the ship herself and the mission being 

executed, and it has been devided into 7 levels from AL0-AL6 in terms of system function 

[49]. Covering everything from ship design to operation, the document provides a clear and 

accurate definition of the characteristics of each level and explains the possible risks. In this 

classification standard, ordinary ships without autonomous functions are "AL0", and 

autonomous ships with autonomous functions are divided into 6 grades from AL1 to AL6 [50, 

51], as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5  Levels of Autonomy (LR) [49] 

 

3.6 NFAS classification standard of intelligent ship 

On October 10, 2017, Norwegian Forum for Autonomous Ships (NFAS) classified 

autonomous vessels into four categories in its first approved public version: autonomous 
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auxiliary bridge, regularly unmanned bridge, regularly unmanned vessel and continuously 

unmanned vessel [52]. Meanwhile, the autonomous operation levels of intelligent ships can be 

divided into four levels: decision support, automation, limited autonomy and full autonomy. 

On this basis, NFAS defines 6 autonomy levels for manned and unmanned bridge respectively, 

as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6  Levels of Autonomy (NFAS) [52] 

 

3.7 RR classification standard of intelligent ship 

The Rolls-Royce company (RR) classification standard mainly focuses on the division 

of human and system roles in the execution of operation tasks, which can be divided into 

three aspects: control role, over-ride role, and system task capability. This standard can be 

considered as a tailoring of AAWA or an extension of NFAS, with a wider scope of 

application and relatively specific technical description [34], as shown in Table 7. 

Table 7  Levels of Autonomy (RR) [34] 

 

3.8 MASRWG classification standard of intelligent ship 

In September 2014, the British government funded the establishment of Maritime 

Autonomous Systems Working Group (MASRWG), which aims to identify and confirm the 
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gaps in the current IMO standard system for maritime autonomous systems and its solutions. 

MASRWG launched the “Industry Specification for the Design, Construction and Operation 

of Autonomous Maritime Systems” at the 3rd Conference in Southampton on 16 November 

2017, and released version 2.0 in November 2018 [53]. According to this specification, the 

autonomy level of MASS is divided into 6 levels from 0 to 5 from the perspective of control 

ability. Among them, level 0 is manual operation, and level 1-5 is set as unmanned ship, as 

shown in Table 8. 

Table 8  Levels of Autonomy (MASRWG) [53] 

 

3.9 BV classification standard of intelligent ship 

In December 2017, Bureau Veritas (BV) released the “Guide for Autonomous 

Shipping”, which classified the autonomy of intelligent ships into five levels from 0 to 4, as 

shown in Table 9 [25], in terms of control methods, decision making, implementation and 

whether personnel carry out the autonomy of intelligent ships on board. 

Table 9  Levels of Autonomy (BV) [25] 
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3.10 ABS classification standard of intelligent ship 

In 2019, the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) classified intelligent ships into  

4 levels according to the necessary degree of human intervention on ships [54], as shown in 

Table 10. 

Table 10  Levels of Autonomy (ABS) [54] 

 

3.11 CCS classification standard of intelligent ship 

On December 4, at the senior Maritime Forum dedicated to shipping and ports of China 

International Maritime Exhibition, China Classification Society (CCS) issued the “Intelligent 

Ship Specification (2020)”, in which the classification of intelligent ships was explained in 

detail [55], as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11  Levels of Autonomy (CCS) [55] 

 

3.12 SSRDI classification standard of intelligent ship 

Shanghai Ship Research and Design Institute (SSRDI) classified intelligent ships into 

five levels from the aspects of ship control, monitoring and failure response, and based on the 

intervention degree of human and system in various operating conditions of the ship, 

including decision-making assistance, partial autonomy, conditional autonomy, high 

autonomy and full autonomy [56], as shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12  Levels of Autonomy (SSRDI) [56] 

 

The above classification standards comprehensively consider the control degrees of 

"man-system". However, considering the comprehensive evaluation needs of intelligent ships 

for remote control and autonomous navigation, whether the classification standard can be 

quantified and whether the coupling relationship between influencing factors can be defined 

are important issues to be considered in the selection process of the scheme. 

In general, the intelligent level classification standard includes two directions: remote-

controlled operation and autonomous operation. Since intelligent ship contains numerous 

scenarios (navigation, berthing and departing, inward and outward, anchoring, etc.), and the 

timing or progressive relationship between different systems is difficult to define. Based on 

the intelligent technology maturity and industry demand, combined with the above analysis, 

this paper will focus on the comparison of intelligent ship classification standards by main 

classification societies, in order to lay the foundation to choose classification standard in the 

next step. 

4. Comparison of intelligent ship classification standards by main societies 

The main classification societies have classified the autonomous levels of intelligent 

ships differently [57], as shown in Table 13. The International Maritime Organization has also 

classified autonomous ships into four levels at the 100th Maritime Safety Meeting. Through 

horizontal comparison, we can draw the following conclusions: 

(1) IMO classifies the grades of ship autonomy into four levels, L1-L4, mainly from the 

perspective of whether there are people on board and the remote-controlled autonomy. But 

remote control and autonomy are not defined and explained. 

(2) China Classification Society maintains a high degree of consistency with IMO. Its 

autonomous operation canbe divided into three levels: A1- anchorage to anchorage, manned; 

A2- Anchorage to anchorage, remote control; A3- Berth to berth, fully autonomous. This 

detailed segmentation is a good inspiration for new business models. 

(3) Other classification societies do not take whether there are people on the ship as the 

basis for the classification of autonomy, and do not carry out too much discussion on remote 

control. Take the British Classification Society as an example [58], from A3 to A6, the 

supervision requirements of personnel gradually decrease, but the regulations do not require 

supervision on the ship, remote supervision can be acquiesced. Classification societies 

distinguish the autonomous level of intelligent ships mainly based on the decision-making 

ability of machines and the degrees of human intervention. The higher the level of autonomy, 

the higher the decision-making level of the machine, the less the dependence on people. 

(4) Perception, cognition, decision making and execution are the four classical steps of 

intelligent systems, and the same for intelligent ships. Most classification societies refer to 

these four steps to distinguish the classes of intelligent ships. The traditional ship is the 

combination of crew perception and machine perception. The cognition and decision are 

realized by human, and the execution is realized by machine. And fully autonomous ships, 

from perception to cognition, from decision to execution are all realized by machines. 
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(5) The classification of intelligent ships by classification societies is basically carried 

out on the basis of theoretical research, and there is generally a lack of analysis of a large 

number of practical data, so the scientificity, practicability and standardization need to be 

further verified. The custom symbol and related descriptions also vary greatly, which need to 

be further unified and standardized. Intelligent ship classification is still in the preliminary 

stage of research and needs to be studied with the passage of time and the development of 

artificial intelligence and other technologies. 

5.  Analysis of navigation risk factors of intelligent ships under different standards 

Risk control is the key to intelligent ships. Regarding risk, the regulations of 

classification societies of different countries also reflect different views [57], which can be 

shown in Table 14. 

Table 14  Intelligent ship risk considerations of different classification societies 

 

China Classification Society suggests that risk assessment can be carried out with 

reference to the CCS “Guide for the Application of Comprehensive Safety Assessment of 

Ships”. In the specification of intelligent ship, there is no special chapter to discuss the risk. It 

only emphasizes that intelligent ship has great risks in power plant stability, remote control 

reliability, human factors, information transmission security and software security.  

Based on risk control, Lloyd's Register of Shipping (LR) discusses 9 risk factors 

including human-computer interaction, data quality, system architecture, hardware, software, 

communication network, security and system integration from four dimensions: scope, 

objective, function and performance [58].  

Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (NK) emphasizes risk identification, construct risk scenario, 

conduct risk assessment, and finally consider how to mitigate the risk. The risk factors are 

mainly considered from the aspects of human-computer interaction, ship automation, 

communication network, reliability of computer system, sensor failure, network attack, 

external physical invasion, etc.  

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) puts forward the concept of risk matrix and risk 

factor to evaluate the risk. In terms of risk factors, the main considerations are: the role of 

intelligent function; hardware and software complexity, data analysis, algorithms and models; 

reliability of software and hardware, network and data communication; redundant design of 
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onboard systems; Loss of electricity; analysis model and data uncertainty; accuracy and 

robustness of algorithms and models; data integrity, software quality and network security; 

operation error and human factors; the potential global impact of the data; the potential 

failures from integration and interoperability. 

Det Norske Veritas (DNV) has also adopted the risk-based principle in its specifications 

and proposed the concept of minimum risk conditions. In terms of risk management and 

control, DNV has put forward a complete set of novel design processes.  

Bureau Veritas (BV) has a separate section on the technical assessment of risks, in 

which the requirements for hazard identification, risk indices, risk assessment and risk control 

are presented. In terms of risk factors, BV considers the risks from several aspects, such as 

voyage risk, navigation risk, perceived risk, communication risk, ship system risk, remote 

control risk and security risk, and subdivides the risks from each aspect. 

Through the above comparison of the classification standards of intelligent ships by 

different countries and institutions and the consideration of the risk factors faced by them, it is 

not difficult to see that the environmental factors faced by the navigation risks of intelligent 

ships under different classification standards are the same, but the human factors and 

scientific and technological factors are different. The human factors can be divided into 

people on board and shore-based operators, while scientific and technological factors mainly 

include intelligent equipment, intelligent systems and network security. In order to further 

study the navigation risk of intelligent ships, this paper finally selected IMO classification 

standard as ship autonomy levels to study the navigation risk factors of intelligent ships under 

different classification standards. 

The L1 level ships are not very different from traditional ships, and we consider their 

intelligence level to be basically zero, as a result we will not discuss it here. In the following 

sections, the navigation risks of fully autonomous ships and remote-controlled ships are 

mainly studied, where the remote-controlled ships can be divided into remote-controlled ships 

equipped with seafarers or without seafarers. The environmental factors of intelligent ships 

under different levels are the same, while the human factors and scientific & technological 

factors are different. Therefore, it is of great significance to analyze the risk factors of 

intelligent ships according to the characteristics of intelligent ships in different levels. 

5.1 Analysis of navigation risk factors of fully autonomous ships 

There are many factors affecting the navigation risk of intelligent ships. According to 

the characteristics of fully autonomous ships, in order to facilitate the subsequent research 

work, the navigation risk of fully autonomous ships is divided into three parts: autonomous 

navigation system, environmental factor, and shore-based supervision and support. The 

factors of the three parts interact and influence each other, and there is a complex causal 

relationship. As a result, it would be more convenient and intuitive to describe them 

separately. Among them, environmental factor has a great impact on all three parts, and need 

to be close attention in the whole navigation process of fully autonomous ships. 

5.1.1 Autonomous navigation system 

The core part of a fully autonomous ship is the autonomous navigation system, which is 

highly intelligent and mainly includes three factors: navigation environment perception, 

autonomous navigation decision and automatic ship control.  

Navigation environment perception mainly includes perception equipment and its 

ability, such as whether it is equipped with perception equipment, whether the ability of the 

equipped perception equipment is good or bad, and whether it can play a good perception 

effect. Perceptual data fusion ability, such as the data fusion ability of dynamic sailing 
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conditions such as ship position, ship speed and heading, and the data fusion ability of static 

sailing conditions such as ship type, size, tonnage and age. In addition, the perception errors 

(false positives, missed positives, etc.) may occur when the perception system performs multi-

sensor fusion. Dynamic target perception reliability, such as whether the function of the 

equipped sensing equipment is reliable or not, whether it can timely identify dangers and 

obstacles, etc. Static target perception reliability mainly refers to the accuracy of electronic 

chart. 

The autonomous navigation decision mainly includes navigation situation judgment 

ability, risk calculation ability, collision avoidance decision generation ability and route 

independent optimization ability. Among them, the navigation situation judgment ability is 

mainly the analysis and judgment ability in multi-target encounter situation and complex 

environment. The risk calculation ability mainly refers to the accuracy of calculation, the size 

of calculation error, whether there is a strong self-learning ability and whether the calculation 

is simple, etc. The collision avoidance decision generation ability mainly refers to the 

timeliness and accuracy of decision generation. The route independent optimization ability 

mainly refers to whether it has the ability to obtain shore-based support information or the 

ability to self-correct without relying on shore-based support. 

The automatic ship control mainly includes the stability of the control system and the 

sensitivity of the control system. Among them, the stability of the control system mainly 

refers to whether the ship control system can operate stably under the influence of external 

factors. The sensitivity of the control system mainly refers to how long the system can 

respond, etc. In addition, the control system failure or loss of power during the voyage is also 

a kind of risk worth paying attention to. 

5.1.2 Environmental factor 

The external natural environmental factor has a greater impact on the navigation safety 

risk of ships whether it is manned or unmanned ships. According to the statistical analysis of 

data, a considerable number of maritime traffic accidents occur in the harsh natural 

environment or complicated navigation conditions [47]. Due to the complex and changeable 

maritime environment, there are many uncertainties, such as the accuracy of traffic 

environment estimation and the accuracy of hydrometeorological prediction, etc. Under 

certain circumstances, it is difficult for human judgment, and the misjudgement may lead to 

disasters and accidents. In addition, some severe environmental weather is also irresistible. 

After comprehensive analysis and study of various internal and external environmental factors, 

we can divide the environmental factors involved in the risk assessment and analysis of fully 

autonomous ships into three aspects: meteorological conditions, hydrological conditions and 

navigable conditions. 

According to the demand analysis of fully autonomous ships for external navigation 

safety information, this paper divides the meteorological conditions into visibility, wind, rain, 

lightning and illumination. The hydrological conditions are divided into flow rate and surge; 

The navigable conditions are specifically divided into traffic flow, obstructing objects and 

floating objects on the sea. 

5.1.3 Shore-based supervision and support 

The traditional manned ship involves the cooperative management of the ship pilot team, 

the cooperative management of the pilot team and the Marine engineering department, and the 

management of the ship company and the maritime department. For fully autonomous ships, 

shore-based supervision and support mainly include shore-based information service 

capability, safety early warning capability and emergency rescue capability. Among them, the 
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shore-based information service capability includes maritime safety information service, 

meteorological information service and real-time chart correction information service. 

5.2 Analysis of navigation risk factors of remote-controlled ships 

Remote-controlled ships are divided into remote-controlled ships with seafarers and 

without seafarers. This paper only studies the navigation risk factors of remote-controlled 

ships without seafarers. Different from fully autonomous ships, remote-controlled ships have 

remote-controlled centres, but without autonomous navigation systems. The navigation risk 

factors of remote-controlled ships mainly include navigation environment perception, remote-

controlled centre, environmental factors and emergency management. Navigation 

environment perception and environmental factors are the same as those in ully autonomous 

ships, while the remote-controlled centres and emergency management are specifically 

analysed in this section. 

5.2.1 The remote-controlled centre 

The remote-controlled centre mainly includes human factors, ship-shore communication, 

ship-shore navigation scene reproduction ability and network security. 

The human factors include: a sense of responsibility which is a main human factor, 

refers to understanding the responsibilities of all parties involved in an operation; the control 

skills, refer to understanding the working principle, control rules, safe control principles and 

operation restrictions of intelligent ships, and being able to effectively and accurately control 

the ship remotely, conduct ship scheduling and correction, and carry out task planning; 

maritime situation awareness, refers to the timely identification of accidents; emergency 

treatment, refers to controlling the ship with appropriate emergency treatment measures such 

as communication interruption; communication, refers to reliable and adequate 

communications between the intelligent ship operator and other relevant parties (other ships, 

VTS, maritime manned structures, etc.). 

The ship-shore communication mainly includes the transmission capability of scenes 

between shore and ship, the reliability of control instruction transmission between shore and 

ship, the real-time performance of control instruction transmission between shore and ship, 

and the reliability of instruction execution on board. 

Due to the unstable ship network, the ship-shore navigation scene reproduction ability 

mainly includes risks of abnormal data input of the sensing system, abnormal 

manual/autonomous control switching, and the failure of decision output to be efficiently 

executed by the control system. 

Network security mainly includes defence against hacker attacks, defence against 

hacking into shipborne systems, control systems and equipment, interference with satellite 

navigation communications and data transmission; Preventing viruses, preventing damage to 

shipboard systems, equipment and communication networks; Encrypt data to prevent leakage 

of key data. 

5.2.2 Emergency management 

Emergency management mainly includes infrastructure support, emergencies such as 

bad sea conditions, pirate attacks, ships encountered fire or water, etc. Like traditional ships, 

intelligent ships still have the risk of not being able to sail normally when encountering bad 

sea conditions. They are more likely to be hijacked when encountering pirate attacks. And 

they are more likely to miss rescue opportunities when encountering fire, water, infrastructure 

damage and other emergencies because no personnel are on the scene. 
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6. Construction of navigation risk factor index system for intelligent ships based on 

classification standards 

Intelligent ship navigation risk research is a large-scale, coupling, more complex 

systems engineering, and the relationship between its risk factors is complicated. Different 

scenarios of risk source are generated jointly by the internal environment and external 

environment. As a result, it is unable to achieve effective risk control objectives by a general 

study of intelligent ship navigation risk, and it is necessary to analyse and study the intelligent 

ships under different classification standards. In the above sections, the navigation risk factors 

of intelligent ships under different classification standards proposed by IMO are analysed. In 

order to comprehensively and accurately identify risk sources, based on the idea of repeated 

iteration, Delphi Method [59] is adopted in this section to further screen the factors and 

indicators related to the navigation risks of intelligent ships, where the specific iterative 

analysis pocess of risk factors is shown in Figure 3. 

Expert Group I

Expert Group II

Risk factors for 

navigation

Analyze the risk factors

Analysis results

Appoval?

Risk factors index of 

intelligent ship navigation

YES

NO

 

Fig. 3  Iterative analysis process of risk factors 

In the specific research process, two expert groups were set up respectively to carry out 

specific research work through discussion. The background information of specific experts is 

shown in Table 15. Expert Group I includes investigators of maritime agencies, staff engaged 

in ship management, staff engaged in safety management of classification societies, water 

research researchers and ocean shipping captains, etc. The selected experts have more than ten 

years of work and management experience, and have a deep understanding of navigation risk 

management of traditional ships and modern intelligent ships. Expert Group II includes 

professors and associate professors of well-known maritime universities, senior engineers of 

unmanned ship Research Institute, researchers of Ship Management Research Institute and 

senior engineers of Ship Design Research Institute, etc. Firstly, the experts in Group I are 

organized to analyse the collected risk factors of intelligent ship navigation, complete the first 

screening and obtain the preliminary analysis results, and then the experts in Group II are 

organized to review the preliminary analysis results obtained above to check their 

comprehensiveness, operability and scientificity. If the results are approved, the 

corresponding factor indicators and the final analysis results can be obtained according to the 

screening results, otherwise, improvement suggestions are given and the above procedures are 

repeated. 
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Table 15  Background information of the experts 

 

Through many iterations of analysis and review, an index system of navigation risk 

factors of intelligent ships based on classification standards is established in this paper, as 

shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

7. Conclusions 

The development of intelligent ships is the general trend, especially in the future when 

there is no crew in the ship. It is of particularly importance how to predict some sailing risks 

in advance and avoid them. To accomplish that, the concept, development path and risk 

factors of intelligent ships should be analysed in detail, and a special risk factor index system 

should be constructed, which can lay the foundation for the next step of risk assessment of 

intelligent ships. Therefore, this paper makes a relatively detailed and analysis of the concept 

and development of intelligent ship route, summarizes in category the intelligent ship 

classification standards proposed by different institutions, and then compares classification 

standards proposed by the main classification societies. The IMO classification standard is 

selected in this paper to study the navigation risks of intelligent ship under different levels.  

Finally, an index system of navigation risk factors of intelligent ships based on classification 

standards is constructed.  Due to the lack of existing data on real ships, this paper only 

combed and analysed the risks of intelligent ships through the method of expert questionnaire, 

and many problems still need to be further studied.  

In a word, the actual operation of fully intelligent merchant ships will be realized in the 

near future, but how to improve the navigation safety of intelligent ships still has a long way 

to go. We should plan ahead before a large number of intelligent ships have really entered the 

commercial market. Maritime authorities should actively promote the formulation of policies, 

legislation and rules on intelligent ships, layout shore-based remote control centers in 

advance, and improve the corresponding standard system. Shipping companies should expand 
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the training of crew members, especially in remote control skills. Maritime colleges and 

research institutions should strengthen the core technology research in intelligent ship risk 

identification and control, and strive to form a complete set of risk identification, risk 

assessment, risk management and control system of intelligent ships. 

Risk factors for navigation of fully autonomous 

vessels
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dynamic sailing conditions

Autonomous navigation decision

static sailing conditions

perceptual data fusion ability

perception equipment and its ability
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ENtry-departure 
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surge
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visibility
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 emergency rescue capability
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Fig. 4  Navigation risk factor index system of fully autonomous ships 
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Navigation risk factors of remote-controlled ships
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Fig. 5  Navigation risk factor index system of remote-controlled ships 
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